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information. The spreadsheet is a valuable tool in evaluating the success of any given topic or venue, 

year to year, and helps with our program planning. (Exhibit 2.1: Survey Forms / Event Spreadsheet) 

 

REGULAR PROGRAMS 

2014 Big Wigs Awards, 10/23/14 

The Big Wig Awards were the inverse of the ADDYs - a party that recognized the contributions of the 

unsung heroes of advertising: the service, account, and tech specialists who allowed creatives to win big 

prizes. Big Wigs was about recognizing hard work, as well as networking, socializing and supporting 

their advertising peers. 

Event Details: The theme for the Big Wigs was a takeoff on the musical “Hair” so the trophies were 

record albums with customized labels and the venue was decorated with yellow daises. Sponsorship 

efforts followed the theme by having packages named after popular songs in the musical: The Age of 

Aquarius, Good Morning Starshine, and Let the Sunshine In.  

 Nominations were submitted by members for 27 Big Wig categories. Based on input from the previous 

year’s event, we created a voting algorithm in order to prevent stuffing the ballot box or having a 

popularity contest. Winners were determined by a panel of winners from the past two years (70%) and 

general membership (30%). Among the categories were Best Digital Rep, producers of various formats, 

Best Talent Agent, best buyers of various media, and even an Unsung Hero Award. The Silver Medal 

was a special award recognizing dedication, creativity, and support of the industry and the 2014 award 

recipient was Gary Osborn, VP/General Manager with Emmis Communications.  

Target Audience: Ad Fed members and potential members; vendors, service providers, support staff, 

tech specialists, account managers. 

Method of Promotion: Eblasts, Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter 
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Attendance: 204 

Feedback mechanisms:  Comments via the event hashtag, monitoring of Facebook comments, and 

guest photo tagging 

Results: Profit: $6,004.48, a record for this event; sponsorship sales contributed $4,500 to the bottom 

line 

Total Nominees = 465   (2013 = 260) 

Final Nominees = 265    (2013 = 170) 

Voters = 472   (2013 = 315) 

Votes cast = 6800   (2013 = 4200) 

(Exhibits 3.1: E-Blast, Facebook, Event Photos) 

Diversity Series 

The VP/Programs and VP/Diversity collaborated to develop a series of programs on diversity, targeting 

multiple constituencies and topics of interest to the advertising community. In addition to promoting 

diversity only around race/ethnicity, the range of topics presented was expanded to include Asian, 

LGBT, Disabled, and healthcare-focused segments. 

Event Details: The diversity programs were presented at lunches sponsored by AT&T and the agencies 

that specialized in the specific topics. Lunches were free to members and were held in Austin’s own 

movie theatre/restaurant chain The Alamo Drafthouse. 

Program specifics were: 

February 2014 – “Playing the Game of Life,” covering the Asian lifestyle, presented by Julia Huang of 

Intertrend Communications 

March 2014 – “It is a Wonderful Day in the Neighborhood,” marketing to the LGBT consumer, 

presented by Jon Yokogawa, from Intertrend Communications. 
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October 2014 – “Reaching the Disability Consumer,” with Carmen Jones, Founder/Solutions Marketing 

Group, Director of Office of Small and Disadvantaged Business Utilization/US Department of 

Agriculture, Washington, DC 

February 2015 – “Engaging the African-American Consumer,” hosted by Sanders\Wingo, the largest 

African-American-owned agency in Texas, and featuring Santika Sigers, their VP/Creative Director. 

Target Audience: Ad Fed members, potential members, the broader advertising community 

Method of Promotion: Ad Fed website, E-Blasts, Facebook 

Average Attendance: Attendance at each program exceeded expectations, averaging 40 guests per 

event. 

Feedback Mechanisms: Following the programs, surveys were distributed to guests, who provided 

positive input and direction for future programs. 

Results: Guests, averaging 40 at each program, were enthusiastic and provided positive comments about 

increasing their knowledge of the various topics. Jon Yokagawa, was invited to speak at the District 10 

Conference in April 2015. 

(Exhibits 4.1: Ad Fed Website, E-Blasts, Event Photos, Feed Back Survey) 

 

Hispanic Marketing Symposium, 6/4/14 

In its 4th year, the Austin Ad Fed Hispanic Marketing Symposium brought together industry leaders, 

and influencers to create a deeper understanding of today’s Latino trendsetters & groundbreakers – all in 

a half-day conference. 

Today, Latinos are online, engaged & live in the digital space: 32M Latinos are currently online, with 

the number projected to be 42M in 2015. Over 97% of Latinos use social media. As leaders, Latinos are 

shaping major industries in entertainment, the digital landscape and the overall marketing experience. 
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Behind the trends, beyond today and by breaking new ground the general market will be influenced by a 

community that inherits traditions, creates their own, and ultimately runs the marketing game. With this 

information, the theme for the 2014 HMS was “Running the Game: Today’s Latino Trendsetters and 

Groundbreakers.” 

Goals for the HMS were to:  
• Create understanding of the Latino trendsetters, groundbreakers, and the market in general 

• Provide insight into the Hispanic market for general market agencies  

• Develop greater cultural awareness and increased sophistication when marketing to Latinos 

Event Details: The team worked with partners and professionals in the multicultural advertising market 

to execute the event in a non-traditional venue, allowing guests to reflect and think creatively about the 

Hispanic market. The Austin American-Statesman hosted the event and also provided sponsorship and 

promotional support. Speakers provided strategies, trends and ideas in workshop formats. To showcase 

the outstanding Hispanic creative talent, HMS created a pop-up agency to develop research and 

marketing materials for two non-profits, Con Mi Madre and the Economic Growth Business Incubator. 

Following the workshops, guests enjoyed an after-party Fiesta. 

Target Audience: Hispanic media, Hispanic and general-market ad agencies, marketing firms, 

MARCOM managers, agency account execs, media planners, marketing professionals, and students. 

Method of Promotion: As our media sponsor, Austin360/Austin American-Statesman provided in-kind 

ads, both print and digital, as well as social media promotions. Additional promotional opportunities, 

included E-Blasts to the 3,500 recipients on the Ad Fed list, emails to other sponsor organization lists, 

posts to media industry calendars a stand-alone website linked to sponsor sites, social media including 

Facebook and Twitter, and promotion to student ad clubs by offering volunteer opportunities. 

Attendance: Over 120 professionals attended this year’s HMS. Eighteen Latino marketing influencers 
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and thought leaders provided their expertise as speakers for the event. 

Feedback Mechanism: A survey was distributed to HMS attendees. Overall results were extremely 

positive, with 86-100 percent of respondents rating the program as Good or Excellent.  

Results: The 5th HMS was a complete success and generated revenue of $10,000 via sponsorships and 

ticket sales. Noticing how well produced and attended the HMS event was, the Statesman developed 

their own Hispanic leadership initiative. (Exhibits 6.1: HMS Microsite, HMS Speaker Schedule, 

Photos, Emails ) 

SPECIAL EVENTS 
 
The 2015 Austin ADDY Awards, 2/19/15 

When considering the creative direction for the 2015 ADDYs, the producer’s initial goal was to 

encourage agencies to decisively OWN their work, to take PRIDE in what they create, and to enter it.  

After deciding on the theme “Own It,” they then embarked on a creative way to express ownership. 

This year’s ADDY campaign explored the duality of two groups who embodied this spirit, the Amish 

and the Dominatrix since each takes pride in their craft. The contrasts between the two subcultures, 

AM(ish) and DOM(inatrix) were highlighted:  spiritual vs physical, introversion vs. extroversion, craft 

vs. commercial, traditional vs. boundary-pushing and safety vs. risk-taking.   Each group is a kindred 

spirit of the Advertising Creative, whose identity, whether mild or wild, is defined by a commitment to 

uphold conviction in his/her work, to truly “Own It.” 

McGarrah Jessee, one of the sponsors, donated their sponsor benefits, an organization that helps 

underserved students to participate in and learn from the various advertising disciplines. 

For the first time, Austin ADDY judging was 100% digital, allowing us to upgrade the quality of the 

judges by decreasing demands on their time commitments. Agencies saw the benefit in not having to 
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produce hard materials as they uploaded the work for judging. Judges were selected from six different 

high profile companies and cities to judge the work and each had the opportunity to award their special 

Judges award to creative they personally selected that sometimes was outside the realm of ADDY 

recipient. 

Event Details: The ADDYs were held at the Austin Music Hall, with the AM/DOM theme throughout. 

Servers were dressed in AM or DOM attire and photo opportunities were available for each extreme of 

the spectrum. There were live vignettes with the AM and DOM “owning it” in various situations during 

the highlight reel that showcased the work. At intermission, there was a live-choreographed performance 

dance/rap with the AM and DOM showing empowerment, yet maintaining “ownership” of individuality. 

Target Audience: Advertising professionals, agencies, industry vendors, and media were targeted to 

sponsor and attend the show. Advertising students from our two major universities were encouraged to 

enter and attend the show, promoting the opportunity to volunteer, see good work, and meet industry 

professionals.  

Method of Promotion: The creative team developed a dedicated website for the ADDYs, with the AM 

and DOM themes pictured in counter visuals. All the creative material emphasized the craftsmanship of 

each group, from the AM’s hand stitching used in the lettering to the DOM’s commitment to her role.  

The event was also linked to the Ad Fed website and calendar. E-Blasts were sent to the email recipients 

twice weekly, promoting ticket sales and social media activity. Contests were done on both Facebook 

and Twitter: Face-bookers were encouraged to caption an AM and DOM photo for a chance to win 

tickets to next year’s show. During the evening, there were posts on FB and Twitter. Articles, with links 

to the Winners’ Books, ran in the Austin American Statesman and Austin Business Journal. 

Attendance: This year, we had over 435 professional and student guests attend. We also had a dozen 

E4Youth students join us to see the work of professional and student creatives. 
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Feedback mechanism: We distributed an on-line survey, asking for attendees’ input on their experience 

at this year’s ADDYs and results are currently being tabulated. During the evening, we monitored tweets 

and saw guests were enjoying the evening. 

Results:  This year, there were over 450 professional and student entries, generating over $43k in entry 

fees. Sponsorship income totaled $24.2k, from a mix of returning sponsors and sponsors new to the 

ADDYs. Net revenue is now being calculated. (Exhibits 8.1: Dedicated Website, E-Blasts, Tweets, 

Facebook, Event Photos) 

CONCLUSION 

By focusing on the knowledge gained in the Listening Tour and member surveys, and by following our 

objectives for the year, the 2014-2015 Programs Committee created a calendar of programs that received 

positive feedback from our members and guests—they voted with their feet, showing up in ever-

increasing numbers. They voted with their feedback, both in formal surveys and in post-event social 

media. Creatives, typically hard to reach, responded well to the Drink ‘n Draw events, and other events 

brought together members of various disciplines within the ad community. Sponsorship sales saw a mix 

of companies ready to support the Ad Fed community, with their contributions boosting our financials. 

Last year’s success laid the groundwork for another robust and varied schedule for the New Year. 

Members see the programs as benefits of membership.  As the value of membership increases, so will 

our membership numbers. As members’ perception of the Ad Fed improves, so will our practice rise to 

meet their expectations. As we continue to grow and improve, we better meet our Vision and Mission 

Statements: Powering the World’s Most Creative Minds while we Unite, Challenge &Promote   
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Exhibits 4.1: Feed Back Survey



Exhibit 6.1: HMS Microsite





Exhibit 6.1: Photos from Statesman
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